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Inspired by the Japanese aesthetic
concept that finds beauty and
serenity in objects that are simple
and imperfect. The WabiSabi Mirror is
delicately framed in a light antique
brass finish.
H: 44" x W: 51" x D: 1"

Set of three, Washed Stones, taper
candleholders feature smooth honed
stacked stones made of rich
Michelangelo marble. Candle cup has
liner in light antique brass finish. 
H: 14" x W: 4" x D: 4"

Meandering, 14 Lt, two sizes of
opaline swirl art glass spheres sprout
from 14 organic and asymmetrically
arranged branches in a light antique
brass finish, creating a dramatic
canopy of illumination.
H: 17" x W: 61" x D: 23"

Low Country Extension Dining Table,
dark espresso finish that highlights
the open grain, appears as large
planks with square pegged
construction. Made of solid and
veneer American white oak.
H: 42" x W: 118" x D: 30"

The Low Country Dining chair is a
modern interpretation of the classic
Windsor chair. White leather details
and seat provide contrast and
comfort to the sleek solid oak frame.
H: 37" x W: 24" x D: 24"

Roundabout 3 Drawer Chest, The
solid brass handles, echo back as
circles within squares. Made of
American white oak solids and
veneers, the chest is heavily brushed
with a glazed white finish.
H: 32" x W: 44" x D: 22"

Coupe Swivel Chair - Vintage Tea
Rose features a scooped silhouette,
high rounded back, flared arms and a
swivel base. Upholstered in a low-pile
chambray chenille, in paprika.
H: 32" x W: 32" x D: 31"

High Light, Lighted Bookcase, each
stationary shelf has LED-backed
lighting that beautifully washes the
solid oak tambour back. Features a
touch-button dimmer switch and a
gentle concave front.
H: 89" x W: 39" x D: 19"

http://www.fonts.com/BannerScript/PublishersUsedFont/f12542c6-4f5a-4a83-aa24-7170e0ec7e94
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COMPANY INFORMATION
REVELATION is high-style design with generous proportions. Larger scale pieces with a modern design sensibility. The line is all about authentic
materials and finishes, great attention to details and features, as well as sophisticated and innovative designs. It's a design-driven line, rich in
texture and organic materials. REVELATION includes all of the major home furnishings product categories, but focuses on accent furniture with
complementary accessories, in lifestyle settings.

HI-RES IMAGES AVAILABLE
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